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THIS EVENING ON THE ARTISTIC STAGE

The Gallarate Chamber Orchestra
at its official debut
American Adam Rosenbloom will conduct for the occassion
The program will include pages from the eighteenth century as well as
very pleasant "serenades"
The Gallarate Chamber Orchestra will have its official debut this evening at 9:00
p.m. at the Theater of Fine Arts as part of a musical season operated by this prestigious
organization. This is its first performance on a stage, although the ensemble has already
been applauded at Madonna in Campagna.
Another remarkable novelty for the occasion will be that the orchestra will be
conducted by an American ‘baton.’ Two birds with one stone, one might exclaim.
Ascending to the podium will be New Yorker Adam F. Rosenbloom, who received his
diploma in orchestra conducting two years ago at Carnegie-Mellon University in
Pittsburgh, where he has conducted student orchestras in various and demanding
performances of symphony and opera. In June of last year he conducted students at the
Verdi Conservatory in Milan in Monteverdi’s “Orfeo” and just last March in excerpts by
Vivaldi, Scarlatti, and Respighi.
Vivaldi will also open the program selected for this evening’s performance. On
the bill from the “red priest” will come the brilliant Symphony in E Minor for strings and
harpsichord. Following that will be Händel with his sparkling Concerto Grosso number
8, opus 6.
After the first chapter of the concert has been played, the second part of the
evening will be dedicated to serenades: the Serenade no. 20 by Elgar, the Divertimento
K. 138 of Mozart, and the Two Elegies for Strings by Grieg, opus 34.
The Gallarate Chamber Orchestra will present itself composed of: first violins:
Carlo Bellora, Marisa Godino, Chiara del Turco, Alessandro Moretti; second violins:
Alberto Benech, Federica Carola, Giovanni Mirolli; Violas; Ralf Loi, Maria Grazia
Filippini; cellos, Antonella Slari, Stefano Perlusz; double bass, Andrea Mentasti;
harpsichord, Alberto Ferrazzi.

